Vision - A highly skilled and professional Australian HVAC&R industry that is safe, cost-effective and environmentally effective.
PRIME: One of the meanings of the word “prime” is to prepare, to get ready, to brief, to train and to prepare something for operation. It is also used to designate importance. In the context of the industry roadmap the word “prime” seems an appropriate term to use. PRIME means putting in the right effort and groundwork before you start to ensure you get a good outcome.

Key for all worksheets:
projects already underway or that have 100% support for high priority
Light green = priority as agreed at Summit
Dark green = supported solution (priority one
or priority two)
Solutions where consensus not clear

Priority one solutions

Professionalism Pathway - High Priority - High Emisison reduction

P
Professionalism – The things that help to set
the industry objectives and process for
transition, including funding and engagement;
strategy and policy; compiling and sharing data;
and professionalising the industry through
skills, training, licensing and registration.

Advocate to government for a fairer share of
education funding and some decently funded
and managed education programs that
recognise the HVAC&R industry as a
cornerstone of the economy. (Funding and
resources - solutions Industry will need to
consider sources of funding and resources for
any new initiative. )

Industry collaboration: The HVAC&R industry
needs to collaborate to produce some hard
evidence-based data on key performance data
outlining the current state-of-play of the
HVAC&R industry in Australia. (Industry data solutions)

Government to update - The HVAC&R industry
should encourage Government to update
industry data (e.g. Cold Hard Facts)
periodically, every three years has been
suggested. (Industry data - solutions)

Share Data - The HVAC&R industry, property
industry and commercial refrigeration industry
needs to work on ways that building and
system data can be shared without breaching
commercial or confidential interests. (Sharing
data and collaboration - solutions)

Greater Collaboration - Introduce greater
collaboration in industry when developing
information materials, fact sheets and design
guidelines. Collaboration encourages
knowledge and skill sharing. (Sharing data and
collaboration - solutions)

Review int'l experience - It is important for
industry and government to review
international experiences in order to generate
and share ideas for future programs.

Low-emission HVAC&R defined - solutions Agree on definition - Industry needs to discuss
and agree what low-emission HVAC&R really is
and what target for emissions they would like
to achieve.

Optimisation/EE - Update VET/TAFE course
competencies and teaching resources to
include HVAC&R system optimisation and
energy efficiency issues as core training issues,
not just as elective subjects. (Trade training solutions )

Maintenance - Update VET/TAFE course
competencies and teaching resources to
include HVAC&R system maintenance for
energy efficiency. (Trade training - solutions )

Alt refrigerants - Update VET/TAFE course
competencies and teaching resources to
include effective and appropriate use and
handling of alternative refrigerants (Trade
training - solutions )

Fin benefits of EE - Update VET/TAFE course
competencies and teaching resources to
include HVAC&R system Communication Skills
with focus on promotion of financial benefits
of EE systems. (Trade training - solutions )

Include minimum skills maintenance
requirements into ARCtick and any other
occupational licence arrangement. (Trade
training - solutions )

Engage with unis (undergrad degree) - The
Australian HVAC&R industry should engage
with university level education providers on
the possibility of, and process for, developing
undergraduate engineering degree program in
‘Building Services and Refrigeration’.
(University training - solutions )

EE and emission reductions in Unis - Existing
University based training in engineering and
related courses should include energy
efficiency and emission reduction as a key core
component including Australian based case
studies, data and financial benefits of energy
efficiency. (University training - solutions )

Single occupational proposal - Industry should
collaborate and develop a single agreed
proposal for occupational licensing for the
HVAC&R industry. (Trade licensing - solutions
)

Design engagement and feedback - solutions Feedback to designers - The industry should
consider how best to provide feedback to
designers on the final outcomes of their
designs.

high - 100% agreement
high

medium/high - 69%
high

Priority one solutions

Regulating Pathway - High Priority - High Emisison reduction

R
Regulating – The things that relate to helping
the HVAC&R industry to inform government
policy and regulations, industry Codes,
Australian Standards, and government
programs.

Measuring govt program success - It is
important for all levels of government and
industry to understand which Government
programs have been successful in improving
energy efficiency and reducing emissions. For
all government programs (including completed
programs) the achievements or outcomes
should be measured where possible and the
results shared with the wider industry

Publicly share IP - Mandate that in all
Building log book - Introduce a Building Log
government funded energy
Book program for commercial buildings.
efficiency/HVAC&R related work programs
(Documentation standards - solutions)
intellectual property is to be publicly shared
and disseminated appropriately (respectful of
commercial-in-confidence requirements).

Government programs – In from the Cold Review in from the Cold - Industry to review
the existing strategy to determine how it could
be better aligned with the move to lowemission/low GWP systems within this sector.
Use this review and its conclusions to inform
the current program review being undertaken
by DCCEE.

Cool/Cold rooms design standard - Cold room
– EE std - Industry should develop an energy
efficiency design standard for small cool rooms
and cold stores.

Inspection of ee/emission controls - Introduce
a mandatory requirement in NCC/State
building regulations that building or system
energy efficiency/emission controls should be
annually inspected and operations validated.
(Documentation standards - solutions)

CTIP Finance - Extend CTIP program - the
HVAC&R industry should advocate to
government to allow refrigeration related
industries associated with manufacturing,
agriculture and cold chain food distribution
and storage access to the existing CTIP
program?

Mandate all CoPs- Industry and Government
should agree to make compliance with CoPs
mandatory and a licence requirement for
ARCtick licence holders. (CoP for HFC
refrigerants - solutions )

Government programs – HVAC HESS - Review
HESS - Industry should re-assess the existing
project list/measures from the HVAC HESS
scheme to determine which projects are still
viable or high priorities for the industry. Use
this assessment and its conclusions to inform
the current HVAC HESS program review being
undertaken by DCCEE.

NCC - - Mandatory commissioning in BCA Industry should collaborate to develop a
Proposal For Change (PFC) to propose
minimum mandatory building commissioning
requirements to be included in NCC/BCA V1
for Class X to Y buildings.

med/high
high

Priority one solutions

Information Pathway - High Priority - High Emisison reduction

I
Information – The things that relate to the
information that can be provided to educate
and inform end users and technical service
providers about skills relating to energy
efficiency and reducing emissions, knowledge,
technologies, fee structures, design practices,
and maintenance imperatives.

Industry information and online repository - IP
repository - Create a low-emission HVAC&R
“street directory” or “IP repository” website
that helps people find all of the validated
energy efficiency information that is available,
a one-stop-shop for guides and tools and other
information related to low-emission HVAC&R.
Information (branded or not) could be
deposited by a variety of sources to a central
database.

Life cycle costing - Rather than focus on fees,
industry needs to build awareness of clients
and owners on the importance of utilising well
trained designers to analyse life cycle costs
and TEWI calculations rather than design/build
to minimum initial cost arrangements. (Fee
structures - solutions)

Commercial refrigeration design approach Total system design approach - A total system
design approach for commercial air
conditioning and refrigeration should be
documented by the industry for the
commercial refrigeration sector.

Training for architects etc - Develop training
for architects, services engineers, designers
and contractors so they can incorporate
features that complement energy efficient
HVAC solutions. (CPD Training - solutions)

Cost benefit analysis - Provide end users with
solid and trusted cost-benefit analyses proving
the economic merit of optimising and
maintaining system efficiency is crucial. (End
user information and awareness - solutions)

NH3 fact sheets - Recommend industry
develops a series of fact sheets covering the
successful use of ammonia overseas and in
Australia, e.g. Heathrow terminal. (Ammonia
refrigerants - solutions )

Commercial refrigeration -Optimisation issues - Maintenance value proposition - The industry
Industry should ensure that end users,
needs to build a value proposition for the
suppliers, installers, as well as maintenance
benefits of good maintenance, case studies
contractors are conversant with energy
and independent testing that proves, to end
efficiency and optimisation issues for
users, the cost savings and additional benefits
commercial refrigeration equipment.
from good maintenance. (Maintenance for
energy efficiency - solutions )

Procure EE maintenance - Encourage owners
and operators through industry awareness
programs to procure energy efficiency
maintenance requirements. (Maintenance for
energy efficiency - solutions )

Maintenance training - Create training
modules based on the content of the
maintenance guides. Water and energy
efficiency should be part of the training
programs. (Maintenance for energy efficiency solutions )

EE guide for maint guides - Develop a short
and simple best practice guide on energy
efficiency maintenance for owners and
operators and a more comprehensive
technical and practical guide for technicians
and contractors. (Maintenance for energy
efficiency - solutions )

Financial/Risk assessment - Industry should
develop guidelines on the financial and risk
assessment of existing HFC/HCFC based
systems for owners and service providers to
help them decide priorities for system
replacements/upgrades. (Optimising and
maintaining efficiency - solutions)

Guidance on EE intervention - Industry should
develop guidelines on the best practice
methods for energy efficiency interventions
and system upgrades. (Optimising and
maintaining efficiency - solutions)

Best practice HVAC&R installation - BPG –
HVAC&R install guide - Develop a best practice
HVAC&R design and installation guide focused
on energy efficiency.

Building tuning and recommissioning - Blg
tuning/recommissioning guidance - Greater
emphasis should be placed on building tuning
and recommissioning procedures and tools,
through mechanisms such as industry best
practice guidelines and/or government policy
(i.e. solution 5.10.1)

med/high
high

med/high
high

med/high
high

med/high
high

med/high
high

Priority one solutions

Measurement Pathway ‐ High Priority ‐ High Emisison reduction
Develop Refrig rating tool ‐ Develop a rating
tool for rating proposed commercial
refrigeration systems based on TEWI or similar
life cycle assessment. (Refrigeration system
rating ‐ solutions)

Benchmarking existing systems ‐ solutions
Benchmark HVAC&R EE and leakage ‐ Industry
should collaborate to ensure that the best
available data is available to allow owners and
operators benchmark the performance of
existing HVAC&R systems.

Maintenance records ‐ Create online register
of refrig system maint ‐ Create an industry
based online register of refrigeration system
maintenance. Owners of equipment with
charges of greater than XX kg in aggregate
could be required to keep a register of all
equipment and maintenance regimes, charge
type and size, replacement and top up rates
etc.

Cool/Cold rooms design standard ‐ Cool room
standard‐Industry should develop an energy
efficiency benchmarking standard or data base
for small cool rooms and cold stores.

HVAC system rating ‐ Develop HVAC rating tool
‐ Develop a consensus and transparent HVAC
rating and benchmarking tool to provide an
overall measure of HVAC performance;
provide separate ratings for heating and
cooling systems; consider the direct and
indirect water, energy and refrigerant use
associated with each individual system

med/high
high
Measurement – The things that relate to
helping industry and end users monitor,
measure, rate, and benchmark HVAC&R
performance, validate efficiency claims, and
compare technology solutions,

Priority
one
solutions

Priority one solutions

Emission Abatement Pathway ‐ High Priority ‐ High Emisison reduction
LCC in Govt procurement ‐ Government should
mandate life cycle considerations in all of their
HVAC&R procurement decisions, including
maintenance procurement. (Government
procurement ‐ solutions)

Best practice HVAC&R installation ‐ HVAC
installers accreditation ‐ Develop an energy
efficiency accreditation program for HVAC
installers to ensure they are adequately
conversant with energy efficiency and new
technologies.

Promote low emission in existing buildings ‐
Industry should promote the ways to extract
the best (low‐emission) performance out of
existing systems in existing buildings. (Existing
systems in existing buildings ‐ solutions)

Promote performance upgrades ‐ Industry
should promote the benchmarking of existing
systems and use the measurement of energy
flows in particular applications as a trigger for
performance upgrades; non‐compliance with a
prescribed maximum kWh/m2 would be the
trigger. (Existing systems in existing buildings ‐
solutions)

Improve codes / stds in relation to leakage
sources ‐ Review and update all codes and
standards relating to system construction
standards to improve system integrity by
banning the common leakage sources
including the removal of mechanical joints and
the phasing out open drive compressors in
inappropriate applications. (Direct refrigerant
leakage ‐ solutions)

Adopt/adapt European F‐gas leak
management procedures for voluntary or
contractual use in Australia and make
available to industry as a standard leak
management agreement. (Direct refrigerant
leakage ‐ solutions)

Effective enforcement (leakage) ‐ Industry
should engage with Government to establish
effective enforcement approaches for
refrigerant leakage. (Direct refrigerant leakage
‐ solutions)

Leakage testing ‐ Leak testing procedures ‐
Develop an industry standard leak testing
procedure including identification of
equipment on the market that is accurate and
reliable.

Procurement best practice guides ‐ Industry
needs to work with key government
procurement organisations (e.g. local
government) to develop best practice
procurement guidelines for HVAC&R design,
installation and maintenance services.
(Government procurement ‐ solutions)

Commercial refrigeration design approach ‐
Address split incentives (supermarkets) ‐ The
Industry should engage with Mall developers
and owners and supermarket operators to
help address the traditional tenant/landlord
split incentives that exist with the major
shopping mall owners and identify solutions to
overcome these issue.

high ‐ 100% supported
high

med/high
high

med/high
high

High ‐ 100% support
high
Emission abatement – The practical things that
are done to reduce emissions. These include
product stewardship, incentives for new
technology and innovation, system
procurement, good/best‐ practice
accreditation, incentivising low‐emission
interventions, maintenance for energy
efficiency, and refrigerant containment.

Include leak minimisation in maint contracts ‐
Requirements for leak minimisation should be
built into maintenance contracts and there is a
need for industry to develop standard contract
clauses that can be used by clients and end
users. (Maintenance for leak minimisation ‐
solutions)

Refrig logging ‐ The industry should
standardise the logging of refrigerant leakage,
how it is done and in what format as a
guideline with simple procedural steps and
create an on‐line register in which the data can
be entered and stored. (Refrigerant logging ‐
solutions)

Policing system leakage ‐ Develop a self
certification model/mechanism for policing
system leakage similar to what is in place for
electricians and gas fitters. (Direct refrigerant
leakage ‐ solutions)

Other solutions ‐ High Priority ‐ High Emisison reduction

Other

Workforce development ‐ Uptake of National
workforce develop framework ‐ The HVAC&R
industry should be encouraged to make use of
the NWDF.

Building information Modelling ‐ Mandate BIM
in govt procurement ‐ The HVAC&R industry
should encourage Government to mandate
BIM within their building procurement
processes.

Harmonisation ‐ Harmonise modelling
protocols ‐ The HVAC&R industry should
continue to support the efforts of the three
main energy modelling protocols, ABCB,
NABERS and GBCA in their efforts to
harmonise default inputs used in their
protocols.

Leakage monitoring ‐User guide – leak
detection and monitoring ‐ Leak detection and
leak monitoring systems need to be validated
in practice to determine the practical
limitations of their applications, characteristics
of different technologies and the role of
maintenance requirements etc. The results
should be used to create an industry guideline
to cover automatic leak detection and
monitoring (for alarm or automatic action).

ROI for improved leakage ‐ Quantification of
efficiency gains in terms of kWh/bill cost
benefits from proper levels of refrigerant and
raising operator awareness of these savings
might be a base that will encourage improved
maintenance for leak management.
(Maintenance for leak minimisation ‐
solutions)

Professionalism Pathway - High Priority - High Emisison reduction

Priority
Emission reductions

Advocate to government for a fairer
share of education funding and some
decently funded and managed
education programs that recognise
the HVAC&R industry as a cornerstone
of the economy. (Funding and
resources - solutions Industry will
need to consider sources of funding
and resources for any new initiative.
)

Industry collaboration: The HVAC&R
industry needs to collaborate to
produce some hard evidence-based
data on key performance data
outlining the current state-of-play of
the HVAC&R industry in Australia.
(Industry data - solutions)

Government to update - The HVAC&R
industry should encourage
Government to update industry data
(e.g. Cold Hard Facts) periodically,
every three years has been suggested.
(Industry data - solutions)

Share Data - The HVAC&R industry,
property industry and commercial
refrigeration industry needs to work
on ways that building and system data
can be shared without breaching
commercial or confidential interests.
(Sharing data and collaboration solutions)

Greater Collaboration - Introduce
greater collaboration in industry
when developing information
materials, fact sheets and design
guidelines. Collaboration encourages
knowledge and skill sharing. (Sharing
data and collaboration - solutions)

Review int'l experience - It is
important for industry and
government to review international
experiences in order to generate and
share ideas for future programs.

Low-emission HVAC&R defined solutions - Agree on definition Industry needs to discuss and agree
what low-emission HVAC&R really is
and what target for emissions they
would like to achieve.

Optimisation/EE - Update VET/TAFE course
competencies and teaching resources to include
HVAC&R system optimisation and energy efficiency
issues as core training issues, not just as elective
subjects. (Trade training - solutions )

High
High

high
high

high
high

high
high

high
high

high
high

high
high

high
high

Maintenance - Update VET/TAFE
course competencies and teaching
resources to include HVAC&R system
maintenance for energy efficiency.
(Trade training - solutions )

Alt refrigerants - Update VET/TAFE
course competencies and teaching
resources to include effective and
appropriate use and handling of
alternative refrigerants (Trade
training - solutions )

Fin benefits of EE - Update VET/TAFE
course competencies and teaching
resources to include HVAC&R system
Communication Skills with focus on
promotion of financial benefits of EE
systems. (Trade training - solutions )

Include minimum skills maintenance
requirements into ARCtick and any
other occupational licence
arrangement. (Trade training solutions )

Engage with unis (undergrad degree) The Australian HVAC&R industry
should engage with university level
education providers on the possibility
of, and process for, developing
undergraduate engineering degree
program in ‘Building Services and
Refrigeration’. (University training solutions )

EE and emission reductions in Unis Existing University based training in
engineering and related courses
should include energy efficiency and
emission reduction as a key core
component including Australian based
case studies, data and financial
benefits of energy efficiency.
(University training - solutions )

Single occupational proposal Industry should collaborate and
develop a single agreed proposal for
occupational licensing for the
HVAC&R industry. (Trade licensing solutions )

Design engagement and feedback - solutions Feedback to designers - The industry should
consider how best to provide feedback to designers
on the final outcomes of their designs.

high
high

high - 100% agreement
high

high
high

high
high

high
high

high
high

high
high

medium/high - 69%
high

Professionalism Pathway - the other accepted solutions

Priority
Emission reductions

Umbrella Group - The industry should
form an umbrella group to help
coordinate policy and concentrate
action. A uniting body made up of
industry stakeholders that can
provide a sustained communications
strategy and policy framework would
benefit all sectors of the industry ( An
HVAC&R industry council - solutions)

a less formal "coalition of industry
stakeholders" is formed whereby
those existing industry organisations
that are willing to work towards the
common aim of delivering lowemission HVAC&R meet regularly to
progress the project. A statement of
aims would be developed and MOUs
developed and signed. ( An HVAC&R
industry council - solutions)

Subsidise the training delivery of the
updated units to improve take-up.
(Trade training - solutions )

Group training schemes - Industry
organisations should consider Group
Training Schemes, similar to those
operated by the Master Builders
Association. (Trade training - solutions
)

Fund increased apprentice training Industry organisations, major
companies and SMEs agree to and
fund increased apprentice training.
(Trade training - solutions )

Collaborative apprentice training fund
- Industry and Government
collaborate to set up an
apprenticeship training fund based on
a levy of the HVAC&R industry. This is
proposed as a similar scheme to the
Western Australia Building and
Construction Industry Training Fund,
which allows the fund to give targeted
incentive bonuses to employers who
train apprentices. (Trade training solutions )

Internet based skills maintenance
system - Develop an internet based
skills maintenance system that issues
updates and alerts and make licences
holders of all types undertake a
professional development online
course every quarter to maintain
licence. This could give the Australian
industry a world class internet based
compulsory training scheme to
maintain skills and knowledge. (Trade
training - solutions )

HVAC&R training into end-user courses - The value
of invigilating basic units based on HVAC&R into
end-user training courses (e.g. agriculture training
and the like) should be assessed. (University
training - solutions )

medium
medium

high
medium

medium
medium

medium
low

Medium
medium

medium
medium

medium
medium

medium / high - 69%
medium

CPD Training - solutions - Develop
Industry based training for building
professionals to assist in professional
development.

Professional registration - solutions Single proposal for prof registration Industry should collaborate and
develop a single agreed proposal for
the professional registration of
building services and refrigeration
engineers operating in the HVAC&R
industry.

Industry endorsed skills maintenance Develop an industry endorsed skills
maintenance or CPD activities list that
licence holders can undertake to meet
minimum CPD points or credits for
licence retention. (Trade training solutions )

medium
medium

medium
high

medium - high 69%
medium

Negotiate with government to impose
a legislated levy on all imported
HVACR equipment. (Funding and
resources - solutions Industry will
need to consider sources of funding
and resources for any new initiative.
)

Set up an HVAC&R industry research
fund where tax free donations can be
made to fund research priorities.
(Funding and resources - solutions
Industry will need to consider sources
of funding and resources for any new
initiative. )

Set up an HVAC&R industry training
fund where tax free donations can be
made to fund training development
and delivery priorities. (Funding and
resources - solutions Industry will
need to consider sources of funding
and resources for any new initiative.
)

ASBEC Subgroup - this group could be
a sub group of an existing body (e.g.
ASBEC). This would give the group an
immediate presence, and their work
some credence, without the pain of
trying to establish itself and work its
way through the various networks.
( An HVAC&R industry council solutions)

Fee structures - solutions - Improving
fee structure to reward good design
outcomes would be a useful incentive
for best practice design.

Upgrade from CIII to CIV - Upgrade the
trade apprenticeship to a Certificate
IV rather than a Certificate III course.
(Trade training - solutions )

Professorship /study facility - The Australian
HVAC&R industry should engage with university
level education providers on the possibility of, and
process for, developing a professorship and a study
facility in energy and thermodynamics with
specialisation options for candidates in
refrigeration, air conditioning, building services and
food technology. (University training - solutions )

Professionalism Pathway - Not Supported
Approach HVAC&R related
philanthropists to bequeath or donate
some scholarship funds to universities
involved in HVAC&R education.
(Funding and resources - solutions
Industry will need to consider sources
of funding and resources for any new
initiative. )
Promote Danish system - Industry
should promote a licensing system
based on or similar to the Danish
system. (Trade licensing - solutions )

Regulating Pathway - High Priority - High Emisison reduction

Priority
Emission reductions

Measuring govt program success It is important for all levels of
government and industry to
understand which Government
programs have been successful in
improving energy efficiency and
reducing emissions. For all
government programs (including
completed programs) the
achievements or outcomes should
be measured where possible and
the results shared with the wider
industry

Publicly share IP - Mandate that in
all government funded energy
efficiency/HVAC&R related work
programs intellectual property is to
be publicly shared and disseminated
appropriately (respectful of
commercial-in-confidence
requirements).

Building log book - Introduce a
Building Log Book program for
commercial buildings.
(Documentation standards solutions)

Inspection of ee/emission controls Introduce a mandatory requirement
in NCC/State building regulations
that building or system energy
efficiency/emission controls should
be annually inspected and
operations validated.
(Documentation standards solutions)

CTIP Finance - Extend CTIP program the HVAC&R industry should
advocate to government to allow
refrigeration related industries
associated with manufacturing,
agriculture and cold chain food
distribution and storage access to
the existing CTIP program?

Mandate all CoPs- Industry and
Government should agree to make
compliance with CoPs mandatory
and a licence requirement for
ARCtick licence holders. (CoP for
HFC refrigerants - solutions )

Government programs – HVAC HESS - Government programs – In from the Cold - Review
Review HESS - Industry should rein from the Cold - Industry to review the existing
assess the existing project
strategy to determine how it could be better
list/measures from the HVAC HESS aligned with the move to low-emission/low GWP
scheme to determine which projects systems within this sector. Use this review and its
are still viable or high priorities for conclusions to inform the current program review
the industry. Use this assessment
being undertaken by DCCEE.
and its conclusions to inform the
current HVAC HESS program review
being undertaken by DCCEE.

High
high

High
high

high
high

high
high

high
high

high
high

high
high

high
high

Cool/Cold rooms design standard Cold room – EE std - Industry should
develop an energy efficiency design
standard for small cool rooms and
cold stores.

NCC - - Mandatory commissioning in
BCA - Industry should collaborate to
develop a Proposal For Change (PFC)
to propose minimum mandatory
building commissioning
requirements to be included in
NCC/BCA V1 for Class X to Y
buildings.

high
high

med/high
high

Regulating Pathway - the other accepted solutions

Priority
Emission reductions

Address Peak demand - Residential
building regulations should address
peak demand as well as energy
performance requirements.
Regulations need to incorporate
performance requirements for both
heating and cooling for all climate
zones. (National Construction Code
(NCC) - solutions)

Quantify impact of increases - The
impact of minimum efficiency
standards and the stringency
increases within commercial
building regulations should be
quantified prior to significant
additional increases. (National
Construction Code (NCC) - solutions)

Passive design (insulation, glazing
and shading) for all building works
should be better audited. (National
Construction Code (NCC) - solutions)

Building log book - Introduce a
Building Log Book program for
commercial buildings. (National
Construction Code (NCC) - solutions)

NCC - Mandatory submetering and
monitoring Mandatory sub-metering
- Introduce mandatory requirements
within the NCC that all large
refrigeration and air conditioning
systems (above XXX kWr) should be
submetered and charge monitored.

NCC - Building air tightness -Adopt
stds and include in NCC - Adopt an
international test method for
measuring/validating air tightness of
all public, commercial and
residential buildings and include
minimum building air tightness
requirements within building
regulations/National Construction
Code?

NCC - Upgrades and minor works NCC compliance - Create a
mechanism for minor upgrades to
comply with minimum NCC
standards

Chain of custody - Introduce a ‘Chain of Custody of
Documentation’ system or methodology for
systems of refrigerating capacity greater than XXX
KWr or for buildings of greater size than XXXX m2.
The methodology would outline the minimum
information that must be provided and retained
with a building for its lifecycle (design, install,
commission, recommission, fine tune, operate,
maintain, decommission). (Documentation
standards - solutions)

High
medium

med/high
medium

medium
medium

high
medium

med/high
medium

medium
high

medium
medium

medium
high

Facilities for maintenance - CoP on
access and facilities - Industry
should produce/develop a new Code
of Practice or standard to specify
the minimum access and facilities
that need to be provided to
HVAC&R plant and equipment for
the purposes of ongoing
maintenance. Code should clearly
state the minimum WHS
requirements for access for
maintenance personnel.

Support revision of AS/NZS1677 Continue to support the Standards
Australia work to revise and update
AS/NZS 1677 design safety
standards and encourage greater
dialogue and consultation with the
broader industry. (Refrigeration
safety standards - solutions)

CoPs for refrigerant handling Continue to support the
development of a series of industry
derived Codes of Practice (CoP) or
Guidelines to cover the safety and
legal requirements for refrigerant
handling and application.
(Refrigeration safety standards solutions)

Review and harmonise call up of
AS/NZS 1677 - Industry and
Government need to review when
and where the AS/NZS 1677
standards are required or referred
to for regulatory compliance. What
regulations and codes require
compliance with the standard in
which sectors and in which
applications? (Refrigeration safety
standards - solutions)

Safety standards mandatory Industry and Government should
agree to make safety standards
mandatory. (Refrigeration safety
standards - solutions)

Risk assessment of all refrigerants Industry and Government should
create a multi-lateral working group
to rigorously and systematically
assess risks associated with all
refrigerants and provide guides for
selection using a strong evidence
based approach. (Refrigeration
safety standards - solutions)

Flammable refrig COP - Develop the
CoP for flammable refrigerants as a
high priority as it may be easier and
quicker to deliver an interim CoP
than a revised AS/NZS 1677.2. (CoP
for flammable refrigerants solutions )

Mandate use of CoPs (ARC) - Industry and
Government should agree to make compliance
with CoPs mandatory and a licence requirement for
ARCtick licence holders. (CoP for flammable
refrigerants - solutions )

high
medium

high
medium

high
medium

med/high
medium

high
medium

high
medium

high
medium

high
medium

Include safety in update of HFC CoP Review and revise the current CoP’s
for HFC refrigerants (published in
2007) to include safety. (CoP for HFC
refrigerants - solutions )

Update existing 3 CoPs - Review and
revise the three current refrigerant
handling Codes of Practice.
(Refrigerant handling - solutions )

Mandate compliance of 3 CoPs Compliance with the three revised
refrigerant handling Codes of
Practice should be a condition of the
ARCtick licence (Refrigerant
handling - solutions )

Improve the MEPS scheme to more
thoroughly test and report system
efficiency under a wider range of
operating conditions (e.g. more partload test points). (Government
programs – MEPS)

MEPS administrator should provide
publicly available information
outlining the check test/validation
of claims program as applied to
MEPS. (Government programs –
MEPS)

MEPS should be reviewed to bring
the implementation timelines into
line with European (EU) or USA
practice. (Government programs –
MEPS)

The MEPS program should be
reviewed to incorporate a focus on
the top performers as well as the
lowest performers and Japan’s “Top
Runner” program is suggested as an
appropriate model. (Government
programs – MEPS)

Introduce MEPS and energy labelling for
thermoelectric and 3-way LPG and gas powered
refrigeration equipment. (Government programs –
MEPS)

high
medium

high
medium

high
medium

high
medium

high
medium

medium
medium

medium
medium

medium
medium

Industry should support introduction
of MEPS for heat pump water
heaters (and all other water heating
technologies). (Government
programs – MEPS)

Monitoring/publish for public
buildings - Mandate monitoring and
publication of energy use for all
public buildings. (Government
programs – Mandatory disclosure
(commercial building disclosure CBD) - solutions)

Extend CBD - Extend the CBD
scheme to all other building types,
including residential and more
commercial types of buildings.
(Government programs – Mandatory
disclosure (commercial building
disclosure - CBD) - solutions)

Commercial HVAC&R demand
management - Implement demand
mgment - The HVAC&R industry
should adopt emerging international
standards and open protocols that
facilitate the implementation of
demand management

Residential air conditioning design
and installation standard - Complete
Res AC std - Complete the
residential air conditioning standard
currently being developed (but
stalled) at Standards Australia.

Residential air conditioning demand
management - Mandate DREDs Introduce regulation to require the
manufacturers or suppliers of air
conditioners for sale in Australia to
provide AS/NZS 4755.3.1 compliant
demand reduction interfaces in their
products and require electricity
distributors to develop and offer
demand response programs on their
networks.

NCC - Mandatory energy efficiency
maintenance - Mandated EE
maintenance - Encourage the state
based regulators to mandate the
energy efficiency maintenance
requirements of the NCC.

Govt Buildings disclosure - Instigate mandatory
disclosure of energy used in all government
buildings. (Government programs – Mandatory
disclosure (commercial building disclosure - CBD) solutions)

System age - Mandate safety/perf
audits on old plant - Old (> 10 year)
plants, particularly with small
operators, need to be identified and
it be made mandatory to have a
safety compliance audit and
performance audit carried out at
least every 2 years.

medium
medium

high
medium

medium
medium

medium
medium

med/high
medium

med/high
low

med/high
high

med/high
high

med/high
high

Information Pathway - High Priority - High Emisison reduction
Industry information and online
repository - IP repository - Create a
low-emission HVAC&R “street
directory” or “IP repository”
website that helps people find all of
the validated energy efficiency
information that is available, a onestop-shop for guides and tools and
other information related to lowemission HVAC&R. Information
(branded or not) could be
deposited by a variety of sources to
a central database.

Priority
high
Emission reductions high

Life cycle costing - Rather than
focus on fees, industry needs to
build awareness of clients and
owners on the importance of
utilising well trained designers to
analyse life cycle costs and TEWI
calculations rather than
design/build to minimum initial
cost arrangements. (Fee structures solutions)

Commercial refrigeration design
approach - Total system design
approach - A total system design
approach for commercial air
conditioning and refrigeration
should be documented by the
industry for the commercial
refrigeration sector.

Training for architects etc - Develop
training for architects, services
engineers, designers and
contractors so they can incorporate
features that complement energy
efficient HVAC solutions. (CPD
Training - solutions)

Cost benefit analysis - Provide end
users with solid and trusted costbenefit analyses proving the
economic merit of optimising and
maintaining system efficiency is
crucial. (End user information and
awareness - solutions)

NH3 fact sheets - Recommend
industry develops a series of fact
sheets covering the successful use
of ammonia overseas and in
Australia, e.g. Heathrow terminal.
(Ammonia refrigerants - solutions
)

Commercial refrigeration Optimisation issues - Industry
should ensure that end users,
suppliers, installers, as well as
maintenance contractors are
conversant with energy efficiency
and optimisation issues for
commercial refrigeration
equipment.

Maintenance value proposition The industry needs to build a value
proposition for the benefits of good
maintenance, case studies and
independent testing that proves, to
end users, the cost savings and
additional benefits from good
maintenance. (Maintenance for
energy efficiency - solutions )

high
high

high
high

high
high

high
high

high
high

high
high

high
high

Procure EE maintenance Encourage owners and operators
through industry awareness
programs to procure energy
efficiency maintenance
requirements. (Maintenance for
energy efficiency - solutions )

Maintenance training - Create
EE guide for maint guides - Develop
training modules based on the
a short and simple best practice
content of the maintenance guides. guide on energy efficiency
Water and energy efficiency should maintenance for owners and
be part of the training programs.
operators and a more
(Maintenance for energy efficiency - comprehensive technical and
solutions )
practical guide for technicians and
contractors. (Maintenance for
energy efficiency - solutions )

Financial/Risk assessment Industry should develop guidelines
on the financial and risk
assessment of existing HFC/HCFC
based systems for owners and
service providers to help them
decide priorities for system
replacements/upgrades.
(Optimising and maintaining
efficiency - solutions)

Guidance on EE intervention Industry should develop guidelines
on the best practice methods for
energy efficiency interventions and
system upgrades. (Optimising and
maintaining efficiency - solutions)

Best practice HVAC&R installation BPG – HVAC&R install guide Develop a best practice HVAC&R
design and installation guide
focused on energy efficiency.

Building tuning and
recommissioning - Blg
tuning/recommissioning guidance Greater emphasis should be placed
on building tuning and
recommissioning procedures and
tools, through mechanisms such as
industry best practice guidelines
and/or government policy (i.e.
solution 5.10.1)

high
high

high
high

med/high
high

med/high
high

med/high
high

med/high
high

med/high
high

Raise awareness about grants etc The industry needs to create some
training and awareness
information about the use of
government grants and incentives
designed for HVAC&R. (Grants and
incentives - solutions)

Document finance options Industry should document all of the
alternative options or programs
available for low interest or no
interest finance for energy
efficiency intervention work.
(Grants and incentives - solutions)

Promote EPCs - Industry needs to
promote energy performance
contracting as an alternative to
fixed fees. (Fee structures solutions)

HVAC&R Design data - Design guide
- Develop a design guide or
handbook outlining the current
HVAC&R design rules and load
estimation factors based on current
regulations, systems and practices.

Revise comfort conditions - Review
and revise the comfort conditions
that are being used as the basis for
design and operation. (Internal
design/Comfort conditions solutions)

Endorse ASHRAE 55 - The HVAC&R
industry should endorse the
ASHRAE 55 thermal comfort
Standard for use in Australia and
provide guidelines to practitioners
on how it can be applied to save
energy while maintaining comfort.
(Internal design/Comfort
conditions - solutions)

Develop cost analysis - Carry out
and publish an energy
efficiency/cost analysis of water
cooled versus air cooled systems, in
various scenarios (cooling tower,
evaporative condenser) and sectors
(refrigeration, air conditioning),
and climate zones to help inform
designers during their decision
making processes (Air
cooled/water cooled cost analysis solutions)

med/high
medium

medium
medium

medium
high

med/high
medium

medium
medium

medium
medium

medium
high

Co-generation/Tri-generation - Best
practice report - The industry
should develop a report on cogeneration/tri-generation world’s
best practice.

Alternative technologies and
practices - Case studies - Support
the development case studies
covering the successful and or
unsuccessful implementation of
alternative technologies and
practices.

Training for blg professionalsDevelop Industry based training for
building professionals to assist in
professional development. (CPD
Training - solutions)

Develop fact sheets - Develop a
series of concise fact sheets for
HVAC system owners and
operators, perhaps leveraged off
the HVAC HESS operation and
maintenance guide. (End user
information and awareness solutions)

System sizing guide - Develop a
comprehensive guide providing
step by step easy to understand
instructions on system sizing and
the relationship to through life
operating costs of smaller heating
and cooling units in residential
situation to larger capacity for
commercial organisations. (End
user information and awareness solutions)

ROI guide - It is appropriate that
industry should document and
promote simple payback
calculation methods for SME
HVAC&R practitioners/end users
and smaller projects, but a fuller
return on investment calculations
(such as NPV or IRR) for larger
projects and sophisticated clients.
(End user information and
awareness - solutions)

myHVAC&Rsystem.com.au -Online
calculators - Develop an energy
version or augmentation of
mycoolingtower.com.au to include
energy efficiency calculators,
benchmarks and energy efficiency
audit information for HVAC&R
systems

NR guides - Develop an application
guide for designers and installers to
improve their knowledge,
understanding and trust of natural
refrigerant solutions and
applications. (Natural refrigerants solutions)

medium
high

med/high
medium

high
medium

med/high
medium

high
medium

medium
medium

medium
medium

high
medium

NH3 Water scrubbers Passive design guide - Develop a
Recommend that ammonia plant
guide quantifying the impacts that
greater than 50kg charge and
passive design solutions can have in
intended to be located in suburban terms of reducing the load on HVAC
areas for residential/commercial
systems in commercial building
applications be provided with
energy retrofit opportunities.
water scrubbing systems for system (Passive design - solutions)
relief vents. (Ammonia refrigerants solutions )

Performance guide - Develop a
guide showing how HVAC&R
professionals should quantify the
performance aspects of particular
passive design or alternative
passive technology solutions.
(Passive design - solutions)

System age - Awareness on EE Industry should develop an
education/awareness program
based around energy efficiency
rather than the risk of direct
refrigerant emission from a leak.

Sub-meters - The industry needs to Educate end user on standard - Use
promote submeters and
the Residential air conditioning
benchmark checking as a means of design and installation standard to
identifying reducing performance educate residential air conditioning
and the need for maintenance.
customer as to minimum standards
(Maintenance for energy efficiency - for an installation (what to look for,
solutions )
questions to ask, how to recognise
a qualified installer). (Residential
air conditioning design and
installation standard - solutions )

Appropriate sizing training Provide training and promotion to
consumers and contractors of
appropriate sizing for modern more
efficient homes. (Residential air
conditioning design and installation
standard - solutions )

DRED awareness raising - Address
manufacturers/supply side to
ensure that compliance with
AS4755.3.1 does not require
additional work at time of
installation (i.e. PCB swap out), by
managing consistent message
through distribution/sales/installer
channels regarding manufacture
and supply of DREDs, and logistics
of getting DREDs to end-user and
installed. (Residential air
conditioning demand management solutions)

medium
medium

medium
high

med/high
medium

medium
high

medium
medium

medium
low

Solution: Develop fee guidance Industry needs to promote to
clients, funding authorities and end
users that low-emission design
requires additional work up front.
Industry should publish a range of
typical hours of professional work
likely to be required for a certain
low-emission task, design,
modelling, analysis, research,
validation and the like by defining
the complexity of a typical task and
an estimate of the hours required
for the task. (Fee structures solutions)

Water energy nexus - Develop a
study quantifying the water-energy
nexus of various HVAC systems (i.e.
quantifying the amount of energy
use associated with water use and
vice versa) to ensure the use of
both resources is accounted for
when considering
upgrades/retrofits. (Air
cooled/water cooled cost analysis solutions)

NR advocacy campaign Recommend an industry lead
advocacy campaign to building
owners and developers on the
benefits of natural refrigerants and
their suitability. (Natural
refrigerants - solutions)

Maintenance accreditation Education to consumer - Develop
Develop a maintenance contractors residential air conditioning
energy efficiency based
consumer awareness material to
accreditation program.
address the questions; will my
(Maintenance for energy efficiency - comfort be compromised? How
solutions )
often will the units be managed?
How much will I save on my bill or
be rewarded for having my air
conditioning managed by the
electricity distributor? (Residential
air conditioning demand
management - solutions)

Not Suported
Not Suported

Not Suported
Not Suported

Not Suported
Not Suported

Not Suported
Not Suported

Information Pathway - the other accepted solutions
The value of HVAC&R - Awareness
raising of HVAC&R - The industry
needs to create some general
awareness information about the
value of the HVAC&R product.
Technical service providers, end
users, government stakeholders
and the general public all need a
better awareness of how critical
the industry is and how it
underpins much of the Australian
society and economy.

Priority
high
Emission reductions medium

medium
high

medium
medium

Residential Maintenance Customer awareness - Industry
develop and deliver customer
awareness sheets.

medium
medium

Information Pathway - Not supported
Improve fee structures - HVAC&R
industry should develop a rigid,
structured relationship between
fees charged and the
responsibilities of the designer for
use by end users. (Fee structures solutions)

Priority
Not Suported
Emission reductions Not Suported

Not Suported
Not Suported

Prioirty 1 solutions

Measurement Pathway - High Priority - High Emisison reduction
Develop Refrig rating tool - Develop a rating
tool for rating proposed commercial
refrigeration systems based on TEWI or
similar life cycle assessment. (Refrigeration
system rating - solutions)

Benchmarking existing systems solutionsBenchmark HVAC&R EE and
leakage - Industry should collaborate to
ensure that the best available data is
available to allow owners and operators
benchmark the performance of existing
HVAC&R systems.

Maintenance records - Create online
register of refrig system maint - Create an
industry based online register of
refrigeration system maintenance. Owners
of equipment with charges of greater than
XX kg in aggregate could be required to
keep a register of all equipment and
maintenance regimes, charge type and size,
replacement and top up rates etc.

Cool/Cold rooms design standard - Cool
room standard-Industry should develop an
energy efficiency benchmarking standard or
data base for small cool rooms and cold
stores.

HVAC system rating - Develop HVAC rating
tool - Develop a consensus and transparent
HVAC rating and benchmarking tool to
provide an overall measure of HVAC
performance; provide separate ratings for
heating and cooling systems; consider the
direct and indirect water, energy and
refrigerant use associated with each
individual system

Priority

high

high

high

high

med/high

Emission reductions

high

high

high

high

high

Priority 2 solutions

Measurement Pathway - the other accepted solutions
Validation of product claims - Mechanism
for validating performance claims - Develop
an Australian industry mechanism that can
be used to validate the efficiency,
environmental and safety performance
claims made by new technology providers,
the design fraternity, contractors, owners
and the like.

Collection of submeter data - The use of
building and system submetering with
upload to an application such as REF (which
stands for Rapid Efficiency Feedback),
administered by Buildings Alive, or ABER
(which stands for Australian Building Energy
Repository), administered by CSIRO, could
assist building owners in benchmarking
their HVAC systems against other like
buildings. (Metering and monitoring solutions)

Fault detection and diagnosis - Research
fault detection and diagnosis tools Research projects to evaluate the feasibility
and energy savings potential from
automated fault detection and diagnosis
(FDD) tools in the Australian context should
be undertaken.

Benchmarks in energy bills - Energy retailers
should investigate the possibility of
including benchmark figures in electricity
bills for commercial or industrial customers.
(Benchmarking electricity use - solutions )

Site energy intensity by retailers - Electricity
retailers should include general site energy
use intensity with utility bills as a
performance indicator. (Benchmarking
electricity use - solutions )

Benchmark tool - Develop a benchmarking
tool for custom-made commercial
refrigeration addressing energy use
intensity based on useful product cooling so
that there is incentive to minimise standing
losses and other parasitic loads. Where the
primary system function is storage only a
metric such as per unit of product stored or
storage volume or similar would be
appropriate. (Refrigeration system rating solutions)

Priority

medium

medium

medium

medium

medium

med/high

Emission reductions

medium

high

medium

high

medium

high

Include H20 in HVAC&R rating tool - Include
a water rating or assessment in any rating
tool developed to assess or benchmark
HVAC&R systems. (Water rating - solutions
)

Expand WELS - Government could consider
expanding the WELS scheme to include
HVAC&R equipment. (Water rating solutions )

Establish tools- Industry should assist in
establishing comparative measurement and
verification (M&V) tools to demonstrate
relative energy efficiency across all cooling
technologies. (Technology comparison tool solutions)

Technology pathway - Industry should
develop an agreed technology pathway
roadmap for new technologies. (Technology
comparison tool - solutions)

Free submeters - Develop an incentive
scheme to provide free submeters/check
meters to electricity users to facilitate their
monitoring of the electricity consumption of
individual HVAC plant and systems.
(Metering and monitoring - solutions)

Develop database for metering/monitoring The industry should collaborate to create a
comprehensive Australian data base on
building energy use incorporating metering
and monitoring data from applications such
as NABERS, Green Star, REF and ABER.
(Metering and monitoring - solutions)

not supported
not supported

not supported
not supported

not supported
not supported

not supported
not supported

not supported
not supported

not supported
not supported

Remote monitoring awareness - Build
awareness of how operators could use
remote monitoring and web-based energy
trending to create building energy use
profiles and provide training on how to
interpret the profiles to improve energy
efficiency. (Metering and monitoring solutions)

Develop business case for wireless metering
- Build upon the findings of the HVAC HESS
Wireless Metering project to further justify
and quantify the business case for wireless
metering and provide recommendations to
industry. (Metering and monitoring solutions)

Develop database for metering/monitoring The industry should collaborate to create a
comprehensive Australian data base on
building energy use incorporating metering
and monitoring data from applications such
as NABERS, Green Star, REF and ABER.
(Metering and monitoring - solutions)

Remote monitoring awareness - Build
awareness of how operators could use
remote monitoring and web-based energy
trending to create building energy use
profiles and provide training on how to
interpret the profiles to improve energy
efficiency. (Metering and monitoring solutions)

Develop business case for wireless metering
- Build upon the findings of the HVAC HESS
Wireless Metering project to further justify
and quantify the business case for wireless
metering and provide recommendations to
industry. (Metering and monitoring solutions)

Managing consumptionTools for energy
users - Empower energy users with tools to
harvest real time information on their
electricity consumption so that they can
exercise some control over their
consumption, independent of electricity
retailers.

not supported
not supported

not supported
not supported

not supported
not supported

not supported
not supported

not supported
not supported

not supported
not supported

Not supported

Measurement Pathway - Not supported

Priority
Emission reductions

Emission Abatement Pathway - High Priority - High Emisison reduction
LCC in Govt procurement Government should mandate life cycle
considerations in all of their HVAC&R
procurement decisions, including
maintenance procurement.
(Government procurement - solutions)

Priority
high
Emission reductionshigh

Best practice HVAC&R installation HVAC installers accreditation - Develop
an energy efficiency accreditation
program for HVAC installers to ensure
they are adequately conversant with
energy efficiency and new
technologies.

Promote low emission in existing
buildings - Industry should promote
the ways to extract the best (lowemission) performance out of existing
systems in existing buildings. (Existing
systems in existing buildings solutions)

Promote performance upgrades Industry should promote the
benchmarking of existing systems and
use the measurement of energy flows
in particular applications as a trigger
for performance upgrades; noncompliance with a prescribed
maximum kWh/m2 would be the
trigger. (Existing systems in existing
buildings - solutions)

Improve codes / stds in relation to
leakage sources - Review and update
all codes and standards relating to
system construction standards to
improve system integrity by banning
the common leakage sources including
the removal of mechanical joints and
the phasing out open drive
compressors in inappropriate
applications. (Direct refrigerant
leakage - solutions)

Adopt/adapt European F-gas leak
management procedures for voluntary
or contractual use in Australia and
make available to industry as a
standard leak management
agreement. (Direct refrigerant leakage solutions)

Effective enforcement (leakage) Industry should engage with
Government to establish effective
enforcement approaches for
refrigerant leakage. (Direct refrigerant
leakage - solutions)

ROI for improved leakage Quantification of efficiency gains in
terms of kWh/bill cost benefits from
proper levels of refrigerant and raising
operator awareness of these savings
might be a base that will encourage
improved maintenance for leak
management. (Maintenance for leak
minimisation - solutions)

high
high

high
high

high
high

high
high

High - 100% support
high

high
high

high
high

Include leak minimisation in maint
contracts - Requirements for leak
minimisation should be built into
maintenance contracts and there is a
need for industry to develop standard
contract clauses that can be used by
clients and end users. (Maintenance
for leak minimisation - solutions)

Refrig logging - The industry should
standardise the logging of refrigerant
leakage, how it is done and in what
format as a guideline with simple
procedural steps and create an on-line
register in which the data can be
entered and stored. (Refrigerant
logging - solutions)

Policing system leakage - Develop a
self certification model/mechanism for
policing system leakage similar to
what is in place for electricians and gas
fitters. (Direct refrigerant leakage solutions)

Leakage monitoring -User guide – leak
detection and monitoring - Leak
detection and leak monitoring systems
need to be validated in practice to
determine the practical limitations of
their applications, characteristics of
different technologies and the role of
maintenance requirements etc. The
results should be used to create an
industry guideline to cover automatic
leak detection and monitoring (for
alarm or automatic action).

Leakage testing - Leak testing
procedures - Develop an industry
standard leak testing procedure
including identification of equipment
on the market that is accurate and
reliable.

Procurement best practice guides Industry needs to work with key
government procurement
organisations (e.g. local government)
to develop best practice procurement
guidelines for HVAC&R design,
installation and maintenance services.
(Government procurement - solutions)

Commercial refrigeration design
approach - Address split incentives
(supermarkets) - The Industry should
engage with Mall developers and
owners and supermarket operators to
help address the traditional
tenant/landlord split incentives that
exist with the major shopping mall
owners and identify solutions to
overcome these issue.

high
high

high
high

high
high

high
high

high - 100% supported
high

med/high
high

med/high
high

Stewardship endorsement scheme The industry should discuss the
potential of developing an
endorsement system for suppliers
who conform to stewardship and
quality/environmental management
systems. (Product stewardship solutions)

Quality/Design assurance -Design
Assurance scheme for refrig industry Industry should develop and promote
a voluntary energy efficiency design
assurance scheme for the designers
and installers operating within the
refrigeration industry.

Develop CRC - Industry should develop
a proposal for the establishment of a
cooperative research centre (CRC) for
research, development, and
innovation in the field of HVAC&R.
( Research, Development, Innovation
and Commercialisation - solutions)

Expert group of academics - Industry
should form an expert group of
academics that have an interest in the
HVAC&R space and leading industry
experts, to develop up a set of
HVAC&R research priorities. These
priorities could then can be proposed
to Final year/Masters students and
introductions to industry facilitated to
help make the research happen.
( Research, Development, Innovation
and Commercialisation - solutions)

Innovation showcase - Innovation
displays - There should be a special
innovations display area, and
arrangements and incentives provided
to showcase new and innovative
HVAC&R technologies at industry
exhibitions such as ARBS and the like.

Incentives for new technology Introduce incentives to encourage
businesses, end users and technical
service providers to trial new
technologies. Learnings must be
publically reported so others can
understand and learn. (Incentive
schemes/trials for new technologies solutions)

Engage in NESI tool development DCCEE are currently investigating a
National Energy Savings Initiative
scheme, a market-based tool for
driving economy-wide improvements
in energy efficiency. The HVAC&R
industry should engage directly to help
shape the scheme. (Incentive
schemes/trials for new technologies solutions)

medium
medium

medium
medium

medium
medium

medium
medium

medium
medium

medium
medium

high
medium

Commissioning Guarantee scheme Develop commissioning guarantee
scheme - Industry collaborates to
develop a best practice Commissioning
Guarantee scheme for use in Australia.

Residential air conditioning design and
installation register - Res air con
installer accreditation - Establish a
registration program for residential air
conditioning installers (like Master
Electricians) and audit their work to
ensure compliance to the standard
and for them to remain as “registered
installers”.

Ban open display cabinets - Industry
should agree to voluntarily ban open
type display cabinets across the
industry. If all businesses agree to
move to closed display cabinets at the
same time then one of the major
barriers to this initiative would be
removed. (Commercial refrigeration solutions)

Incentives to upgrade existing systems
HVAC&R end users would respond
well to government or other
incentives to upgrade the efficiency of
existing systems. (Incentivising energy
efficiency interventions in existing
buildings - solutions)

Residential Maintenance - Extended
warranty for maintenance Manufacturers and suppliers develop
and deliver ‘extended warranty for
maintenance’ program.

Track refrigerants - Introduce a
comprehensive and mandatory
protocol for the tracking of all
refrigerants. (Direct refrigerant leakage
- solutions)

Solution: Awareness raising
(leakage)Develop a series of fact
sheets with photos for owners to raise
awareness. (Direct refrigerant leakage solutions)

Apply NH3 leak mgmtn stds to whole
industry - Industry should adopt the
leak management techniques used by
the NH3 industry and apply these to all
refrigerant based systems. (Direct
refrigerant leakage - solutions)

medium
medium

medium
medium

med/high
medium

medium
high

medium
medium

med/high
medium

med/high
medium

medium
medium

Assess refrig leakage containment Engineering solutions to refrigerant
leakage containment should be
assessed or validated so that industry
can develop endorsed design and
specification standards for leak
containment technologies.
(Refrigerant containment - solutions)

Leak testing procedures - Develop an
industry standard leak testing
procedure including identification of
equipment on the market that is
accurate and reliable. (Refrigerant
containment - solutions)

Refrigerant reclamation and recycling Refrig reclaim stds - Industry should
review the need for refrigerant
reclamation standards for all
refrigerants and licensing.

EOL refrigerant emissions awareness Provide industry education and
awareness of end of life refrigerant
emission issues, particularly the
recycling industry. Important to
emphasise that once correct
procedures are in place recycling HFC
refrigerants can be an additional
income stream, as well as metals. (End
of life leakage - solutions)

HFC levy towards recycling incentives Some of the new equivalent carbon
refrigerant levy revenue should go to
incentives for returning high GWP
refrigerants for recycling and reuse.
Maybe a return deposit rather than a
fee to encourage recycling or
destruction. (End of life leakage solutions)

Discuss commercial leasing issues Facilities managers and technical
service providers and property owners
and tenant bodies should be
encouraged to discuss methods to
overcome the limitations that
prescriptive lease based HVAC&R
operation requirements have on
energy efficiency and power use.
(Commercial leasing - solutions)

BPG for leasing /provision of HVAC&R The HVAC&R industry should develop
best practice guides and standard
leasing clauses dealing with the
provision of HVAC&R services.
(Commercial leasing - solutions)

Refrigerant reclamation and recycling Refrig reclaim stds - Industry should
review the need for refrigerant
reclamation standards for all
refrigerants and licensing.

high
medium

high
medium

medium
medium

medium
medium

medium
medium

high
medium

med/high
medium

medium
medium

EOL refrigerant emissions awareness Provide industry education and
awareness of end of life refrigerant
emission issues, particularly the
recycling industry. Important to
emphasise that once correct
procedures are in place recycling HFC
refrigerants can be an additional
income stream, as well as metals. (End
of life leakage - solutions)

HFC levy towards recycling incentives Some of the new equivalent carbon
refrigerant levy revenue should go to
incentives for returning high GWP
refrigerants for recycling and reuse.
Maybe a return deposit rather than a
fee to encourage recycling or
destruction. (End of life leakage solutions)

Discuss commercial leasing issues Facilities managers and technical
service providers and property owners
and tenant bodies should be
encouraged to discuss methods to
overcome the limitations that
prescriptive lease based HVAC&R
operation requirements have on
energy efficiency and power use.
(Commercial leasing - solutions)

BPG for leasing /provision of HVAC&R The HVAC&R industry should develop
best practice guides and standard
leasing clauses dealing with the
provision of HVAC&R services.
(Commercial leasing - solutions)

medium
medium

medium
medium

high
medium

med/high
medium

Review of state energy effic schemes Analyse whether schemes such as the
Vic VEET and NSW ESS influenced the
uptake of emerging HVAC&R
technologies in the business sector.
(Incentive schemes/trials for new
technologies - solutions)

Targeting implementation of
innovative technologies - Innovative
tech. in congested network areas Assess the potential of implementing
emerging or innovative technologies in
the areas where networks are
particularly congested.

Discounted co/tri gen studies Offering discounted or free cogeneration/tri-generation feasibility
studies via the HVAC&R industry and
or government organisations.
(Government procurement - solutions)

Residential installers guarantee
scheme - Res air con installers
guarantee scheme - Industry
collaborates to develop a best practice
Residential Installers Guarantee
scheme for use in Australia.

Co-generation/tri-generation Co/trigen designers accreditation
scheme - Develop a co-generation/trigeneration accreditation scheme
allowing only accredited system
designers who have the required skills
to design these systems.

Display buy back scheme - Industry
should create a ‘display cabinet buyback’ scheme similar to the ‘Fridge buyback’ scheme. (Commercial
refrigeration - solutions)

Aged plant buy back scheme Manufacturers and other stakeholders
could instigate a commercial solution
similar to the domestic “Fridge Buy
Back” scheme to promote the removal
of aged inefficient plant and
equipment in favour of new MEPS
approved solutions. (Commercial
refrigeration - solutions)

not supported
not supported

not supported
not supported

not supported
not supported

not supported
not supported

not supported
not supported

not supported
not supported

not supported
not supported

Emission Abatement Pathway - the other accepted solutions
Product stewardship - HVAC&R
product manufacturers and suppliers
should engage in discussions with
product stewardship experts and
government to discuss the form and
cost of a possible Australian product
stewardship scheme for HVAC&R
products (including equipment,
materials used for HVAC&R systems,
and refrigerants). (Product
stewardship - solutions)

Priority
medium
Emission reductionsmedium

Emission Abatement Pathway - not supported
Discuss stewardship for systems - The
industry should discuss the potential
of adopting/developing product
stewardship principles for systems, i.e.
a stewardship position taken by
designers, constructors, operators and
maintenance organisations. (Product
stewardship - solutions)

Priority
not supported
Emission reductionsnot supported
Promote green depreciation - Industry
should promote the concept of
accelerated or ‘Green Depreciation’ for
energy efficiency interventions in
existing buildings. (Incentivising
energy efficiency interventions in
existing buildings - solutions)

Public funding of EE retrofits – (comm Incentives for commercial
and res) Industry should promote the maintenance - “Tax breaks for
concept of public funding of energy
maintained buildings” program.
efficiency retrofits for commercial and
residential buildings. (Incentivising
energy efficiency interventions in
existing buildings - solutions)

Incentives to upgrade res AC - Create
an incentive scheme for residential
building owners to upgrade an existing
low efficiency/oversized/poorly
constructed air conditioning system to
a new replacement high
efficiency/right sized/well installed
system. Use the residential air
conditioning standard as the
compliance basis. (Incentives for
replacing inefficient residential
systems - solutions)

Review existing incentives - Industry
should investigate ways to promote
existing incentive based schemes for
installation of high efficiency HVAC
systems (Incentives for replacing
inefficient residential systems solutions)

Modular refrig systems - Encourage
modular systems so that the maximum
amount of refrigerant at risk of leakage
is limited. (Refrigerant containment solutions)

Equipment and refrig details
spreadsheet - The industry should
develop a standardised spreadsheet
listing common air conditioning units,
the type of refrigerant used, the
refrigerant charge they hold, and their
typical leakage rate. (Refrigerant
logging - solutions)

Refrigerant leakage - Res leak
monitor/detector - Include a
refrigerant leak monitor/detector on
residential systems so that if some
refrigerant charge is lost it either shuts
down the system (preferable, as this
will lead to a service call out) or
provides a warning.

not supported
not supported

not supported
not supported

not supported
not supported

not supported
not supported

not supported
not supported

not supported
not supported

not supported
not supported

not supported
not supported

Evaporative air cooling - Promote
water efficiency for evap coolers Continue to promote the water
efficiency best practice guide for
residential evaporative cooling
systems.

Hot water heat pumps - Incentives to
replace with efficient systems - Similar
to the approach for residential air
conditioning there could be an
industry and government
collaboration on an incentive scheme
to help owners replace inefficient
water heater models/installations.

Fridge buy back scheme - Create a
fridge buy back scheme to incentivise
replacement and to control disposal.
(Residential refrigeration upgrade and
replacement - solutions)

Domestic fridge awareness - Create
customer awareness materials to
ensure that when customers do buy a
new fridge they purchase the most
energy-efficient one they can afford (A
comparison of the running cost of a 5,
10 and 15 year fridge? star labelling?)
and they do not continue to use the
old fridge as a second fridge.
(Residential refrigeration upgrade and
replacement - solutions)

med/high
not supported

not supported
not supported

not supported
not supported

not supported
not supported

Other solutions - High Priority - High Emisison reduction
Workforce development - Uptake of National
workforce develop framework - The HVAC&R
industry should be encouraged to make use
of the NWDF.

Building information Modelling - Mandate
BIM in govt procurement - The HVAC&R
industry should encourage Government to
mandate BIM within their building
procurement processes.

Harmonisation - Harmonise modelling
protocols - The HVAC&R industry should
continue to support the efforts of the three
main energy modelling protocols, ABCB,
NABERS and GBCA in their efforts to
harmonise default inputs used in their
protocols.

Priority

high

high

high

Emission reductions

high

high

high

Other solutions - the other accepted solutions
Update auto CoP - Review and update the
current existing Automotive Code of
Practice, not only to focus on leak
minimisation but more importantly to
address flammable refrigerants in the
automotive market and the impending
replacement/s for R134a refrigerant into
new vehicle HVAC systems. (Vehicle air
conditioning - solutions)

MEPS for vehicles a/c - Industry and
Government could consider a MEPS
approach to vehicle air conditioning or an
overall energy efficiency approach such as in
the US. (Vehicle air conditioning - solutions)

Transport refrigeration - Awareness raising Increase the awareness of the industry to
passive reflective coatings that are available
to retrofit onto vans and containers that will
significantly reduce the heat load (cooling
load) when applied to the external surfaces.
Other solutions such as minimising door
opening, putting strip curtains on doors etc
could also be covered.

Priority

medium

medium

med/high

Emission reductions

high

high

medium

Other solutions - Not supported
The Clean Technologies Supplier Advocate Use Clean Tech Supplier advocate - The
HVAC&R industry should be encouraged to
make use of the Clean Technologies Supplier
Advocate.

Priority

not supported

Emission reductions

not supported

